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Basic Study

Tissue pad degradation of ultrasonic device may enhance thermal injury and impair its sealing performance in liver surgery

Masatoshi Kajiwara, Takahisa Fujikawa, Suguru Hasegawa

Abstract

BACKGROUND
Ultrasonic devices are widely used in many surgical fields, including hepatectomy; however, the negative effects of tissue pad degradation of ultrasonic devices, including those in liver surgery, remain unknown. The Harmonic® 1100 (H-1100) scalpel has advanced heat control technology than previous models, such as the Harmonic® HD1000i (H-HD1000i). We hypothesized that, because of its advanced temperature-control technology, the H-1100 scalpel would show less tissue pad degradation, resulting in superior sealing performance, compared to that with the H-HD1000i scalpel.

AIM
To elucidate ultrasonic device tissue pad degradation effects on instrument temperature and sealing performance using ex vivo porcine liver/vessel models.

METHODS
Two different harmonic scalpels were used and compared: A newer model, the H-1100 scalpel, and an older model, the H-HD1000i scalpel. Using ex vivo porcine livers, each instrument was activated until the liver parenchyma was dissected. The device temperature (passive jaw temperature) was measured after every 10 consecutive activations, until 300 transections of the porcine liver were performed. Tissue pad degradation was evaluated after 300 activations. Sealing performance was evaluated using excised porcine carotid vessels; vessel sealing speed and frequency of vessel burst pressure below 700 mmHg were determined after 300 transections of porcine liver parenchyma.

RESULTS
The temperature of the H-HD1000i scalpel was approximately 10°C higher than
that of the H-1100 scalpel, and gradually increased as the number of activations increased. The median passive jaw temperature of the H-HD1000i scalpel was significantly higher than that of the H-1100 scalpel (73.4°C vs 65.1°C; P < 0.001). After 300 transections of porcine liver parenchyma, less tissue pad degradation was observed with the H-1100 scalpel than with the H-HD1000i scalpel (0.08 mm vs 0.51 mm). The H-1100 scalpel demonstrated faster vessel-sealing speed (4.9 sec. vs 5.1 sec.) and less frequent vessel burst pressure < 700 mmHg (0% vs 40%) after 300 activations than the H-HD1000i scalpel; however, the difference did not reach statistical significance (P = 0.21 and P = 0.09, respectively).

CONCLUSION
In an *ex vivo* porcine hepatectomy model, the H-1100 scalpel shows lower passive jaw temperature and maintains its sealing performance by avoiding tissue pad degradation compared to that with the H-HD1000i.

**Key Words:** Ultrasonic device; Harmonic scalpel; Tissue pad degradation; Hepatectomy; Device temperature; Vessel sealing
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**Core Tip:** The present study showed that the tissue pad of the Harmonic® 1100 (H-1100) ultrasonic scalpel, with improved heat control technology, was preserved even in a hepatectomy model, which is a severe condition for ultrasonic devices. It can be inferred that by using the H-1100 scalpel, even surgeons-in-training inexperienced in handling ultrasonic devices do not need to worry about device issues related to tissue pad degradation. Furthermore, use of the H-1100 scalpel may eventually reduce hospital costs.
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**INTRODUCTION**
Advanced-energy devices have become indispensable in modern surgery for tissue dissection and vascular control. In hepatectomy, these devices are known to shorten the liver transection time[1] and reduce blood loss during liver transection[2]. Ultrasonic devices, such as the harmonic scalpel (Ethicon, Cincinnati, Ohio, United States), are representative of the various energy devices that provide precise tissue dissection and secure hemostasis during meticulous procedures and improve surgical outcomes [3-5]. However, the tissue pad on the passive jaw of ultrasonic devices is reported to degrade with repeated long activations, or with activations without any tissue intervention[6].

To maintain a satisfactory burst pressure, a higher compression force is important[7,8]. Tissue pad degradation in an ultrasonic device generates a substantial gap between the active blade and the tissue pad, leading to decreased compression pressure of the targeted tissue and increased sealing time. With longer sealing time, the device temperature becomes higher[6,8]. Consequently, tissue pad degradation can result in undesirable thermal damage to the adjacent tissues.

The Harmonic® 1100 (H-1100) scalpel is a state-of-the-art ultrasonic device equipped with an improved heat control algorithm compared to that of the Harmonic® HD1000i (H-HD1000i), a previous model. The H-1100 scalpel actively lowers the blade heat as soon as the targeted tissue is dissected. This advanced H-1100 technology prevents overheating of the blade, which may protect the surrounding tissue from thermal injury and enhance tissue pad life throughout the procedure[9,10]. However, the advantage of the H-1100 scalpel in the field of liver surgery remains understudied.

As the liver is a solid organ, liver parenchymal dissection may burden ultrasonic devices with more mechanical stress compared to that with digestive tract surgery (in which, membrane and fat are the main dissection targets) and demand the enhanced tissue pad life. We hypothesized that, because of its advanced temperature-control technology, the H-1100 scalpel would show less tissue pad degradation, resulting in superior sealing performance, compared to that with the H-HD1000i scalpel. Therefore, we compared tissue pad degradation between H-1100 and H-HD1000i devices and examined the negative effects of tissue pad degradation on the device temperature and sealing capability (vessel sealing speed and burst pressure) using *ex vivo* porcine liver and vessel models, respectively.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ultrasonic devices
Two different models of harmonic scalps were used: a newer Harmonic® 1100 (H-1100) model and an older Harmonic® HD1000i (H-HD1000i) model. Both devices were powered by a GEN11 generator (Ethicon, Cincinnati, Ohio, United States), and the power level was set to five for all experiments. The H-1100 scalpel employs a new version of intelligent heat control technology (adaptive tissue technology), which prevents inadvertent activation when tissue is not on the device by cooling down the blade temperature immediately after tissue dissection[9,10]. With the exception of this difference in thermal control technology, the H-1100 and H-HD1000i models are considered as mechanically identical products[10].

Each experiment was performed twice (n = 2), and a new set of harmonic devices was used in each experiment. All experiments were conducted by a single attending surgeon familiar with hepatectomy using ultrasonic devices.

Device temperature measurement
We measured the temperature of the back of the passive jaw as the device temperature. Ex vivo porcine liver (Tokyo-Shibaura-Zouki Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was used for this experiment. Commercially available porcine liver was harvested from living bodies at six days before the experiment, maintained and transported at 4°C, and then returned to room temperature on the day of the experiment. The harmonic scalpel was applied to the edge of the porcine liver with an almost full tissue bite and gradually clamped with continuous activation (Figure 1A). Activation was stopped when the liver tissue was completely dissected. A thermocouple temperature probe (Multichannel Recorder, MCR-4TC; T&D Corporation, Nagano, Japan) was attached to the back side of the passive jaw as soon as activation was completed (Figure 1B). The device temperature was measured repeatedly after every 10 consecutive activations, until 300 porcine liver transections were performed. A sufficient instrument cooling time was set after each device temperature measurement.

Tissue pad degradation
The extent of tissue pad degradation of the harmonic scalpel was measured using a digital indicator with a resolution of 0.01 mm (ID-S1012X, Mitutoyo Corporation, Kanagawa, Japan), after 300 activations.

Vessel sealing speed and burst pressure
Commercially available excised porcine carotid arteries (5-7 mm diameter; Tokyo-Shibaura-Zouki Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) were used to evaluate the vessel sealing speed and burst pressure. The evaluated vessel size has been reported as safely sealed and cut using an ultrasonic device[11,12]. A catheter, securely ligated to the carotid vessel, was connected to a syringe and a manometer (Artfreak, Tokyo, Japan). Vessel sealing time was defined as the duration from harmonic scalpel activation to complete transection of the vessels. After sealing the vessel, saline was gradually infused into the vessel lumen at a constant rate by manually pushing a syringe. The burst pressure was identified as the pressure at the moment that the sealed vessel ruptured. Five replicates were performed for each harmonic device after 300 activations of the porcine liver parenchyma. We counted the frequency of burst pressure below 700 mmHg, which is considered to be a reliable measurement threshold for the manometer, although the scale of the manometer was up to 760 mmHg.

Statistical analyses
Continuous variables, such as device temperature and vessel sealing speed, are expressed as medians with ranges, and were non-parametrically compared between groups using the Mann-Whitney U test. The frequency of vessel burst pressure below 700 mmHg was compared between devices using the Fisher’s exact test.

All P values were two-sided, and P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed in EZR (Saitama Medical Centre, Jichi Medical University), which is a graphical user interface for R (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria)[13].

RESULTS

Device temperature
Figure 2 shows the representative trend in device temperature, which was measured after every 10 consecutive activations, until 300 porcine liver transections were performed. The temperature of the H-HD1000i scalpel was approximately 10°C higher than that of the H-1100 scalpel, and gradually increased as the number of activations increased. All device temperatures measured in the two independent experiments are shown in Figure 3. The median device temperature of the HD-1000i
Figure 1 Device temperature measurement. A: The harmonic scalpel was applied to the edge of the porcine liver with an almost full tissue bite, and gradually clamped with continuous activation; B: A thermocouple temperature probe was attached to the back side of the passive jaw after every 10 consecutive activations.

Figure 2 Representative trend in device temperature measured after every 10 consecutive activations, until 300 porcine liver dissections were performed. H-HD1000i (blue, solid line) and H-1100 (orange, solid line) are shown. The equations of linear trend line are as follows: H-HD1000i (blue, dot line), \( y = 0.285x + 69.6 \); H-1100 (orange, dot line), \( y = 0.217x + 61.1 \).

scalpel was significantly higher than that of the H-1100 scalpel (73.4°C [range, 57.0°C-125.4°C] vs 65.1°C [range, 48.3°C-84.9°C]; \( P < 0.001 \)).

**Tissue pad degradation**

Figure 4 shows the tissue pads of both devices, before use and after 300 repeated activations. More prominent tissue pad degradation was observed with the H-HD1000i scalpel than with the H-1100 scalpel in both experiments. The mean depth of tissue pad degradation was 0.51 mm and 0.08 mm for the H-HD1000i and H-1100 scalpels, respectively (Table 1).

**Vessel sealing performance**

The vessel sealing speeds of the H-1100 and H-HD1000i scalpels after 300 transections of porcine liver were 4.9 sec. and 5.1 sec., respectively. To evaluate the vessel burst pressure, we counted the frequency of vessel burst pressure below 700 mmHg after 300 activations (Table 2). Four of 10 (40%) vessel burst trials (five replicates per independent experiment) showed a burst pressure below 700 mmHg with the H-HD1000i scalpel (650, 600, 600, and 500 mmHg), whereas zero of 10 (0%) vessel burst trials with the H-1100 device exhibited a vessel sealing pressure less than 700 mmHg. Although the H-1100 device demonstrated superior vessel sealing performance in both experiments, the difference did not reach statistical significance (\( P = 0.21 \) and \( P = 0.09 \), respectively).
Table 1 Tissue pad degradation of H-HD1000i and H-1100 after 300 repeated activations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>H-HD1000i</th>
<th>H-1100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st experiment (mm)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd experiment (mm)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (mm)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Vessel sealing performance after 300 repeated activations. Values are presented as median (range) or n (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>H-HD1000i</th>
<th>H-1100</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vessel sealing speed (sec.)</td>
<td>5.1 (3.9-5.9)</td>
<td>4.9 (3.2-5.2)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessel burst pressure &lt; 700 mmHg</td>
<td>4 (40)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 All device temperatures measured in the two independent experiments.

DISCUSSION

The tissue pad on the passive jaw of ultrasonic devices is made of polytetrafluoroethylene, also known as Teflon, which is durable, resistant to heat, and chemically stable, but begins to degrade when it reaches approximately 260°C [6]. The tissue pad degrades and melts with repeated long or inadvertent activation without any tissue intervention [6]. Possible reasons for tissue pad degradation are considered to comprise both thermal and mechanical stresses generated by the frictional motion of ultrasonic energy.

To the best of our knowledge, no study has focused on tissue pad degradation in ultrasonic devices. The results of the present study demonstrated that the H-1100 scalpel consistently maintained a lower passive jaw temperature and sustained its sealing capability by minimizing tissue pad degradation compared to that with the H-HD1000i scalpel in an ex vivo hepatectomy model. When using the H-HD1000i scalpel, which uses an older version of heat control technology, tissue pad degradation must be prevented manually by stopping the activation as soon as the target tissue is dissected. All experiments in the present study were performed by a single experienced surgeon who was familiar with hepatectomy using ultrasonic devices. Thus, the present results suggest that even a well-trained surgeon was not able to completely eliminate “air-activation” (inadvertent activation without tissue between the jaws) when using a harmonic scalpel, and thermal and mechanical stresses derived from an accumulation of minute air-activations following every single transection led to degradation of the tissue pad on the passive jaw.

The device temperature after 10 consecutive activations of the H-HD1000i scalpel gradually increased as the number of liver dissections increased. This finding likely indicates that the H-HD1000i tissue pad steadily degraded in accordance with the increase in the number of activations. The H-HD1000i scalpel
was approximately 10°C higher than that of the H-1100 scalpel, on average, and became well above 60°C, which has been reported as the critical temperature for causing irreversible tissue denaturation (e.g. recurrent laryngeal nerve injury during esophagectomy)[14,15]. Interestingly, sporadic extremely high temperatures above 90°C were only observed with the H-HD1000i scalpel, which was more affected by prominent tissue pad degradation (Figures 3 and 4). To be more precise, the temperature accounting for lateral thermal damage should be measured a few millimeters from the point of instrument application, not at the device itself. Nevertheless, physicians should be aware of the potential risk of thermal injury when using ultrasonic devices and avoid it by ensuring an adequate cooling time for the device[6,16].

Regarding vessel sealing performance, the H-1100 scalpel showed sufficient sealing performance even after repeated activations of the porcine liver parenchyma. By preventing significant tissue pad degradation, the H-1100 scalpel can maintain the optimal clamping force. However, it must be noted that the burst pressure obtained by the H-HD1000i device after dissecting the liver parenchyma as many as 300 times was also well above the physiological level of blood pressure and, thus, is adequately within the safety limit for clinical purposes.

It has been reported that the temperature of liver tissue at 1 mm away from the harmonic scalpel is significantly higher than that of thyroid tissue or muscle tissue in a live porcine model, which could be a reflection of the tissue consistency, size, and relatively higher volume of blood flow through the liver [17]. Accordingly, the liver may constitute a heavy load in ultrasonic device dissection. In cases of major anatomical liver resection, many parenchymal dissections are required. The present study showed that the H-1100 tissue pad was preserved even in a hepatectomy model, which is a severe condition for ultrasonic devices. Accordingly, it can be inferred that by using the H-1100 scalpel, even surgeons-in-training inexperienced in handling ultrasonic devices do not need to worry about device issues related to tissue pad degradation. Furthermore, use of the H-1100 scalpel may eventually reduce hospital costs.

The present study has several limitations. First, the data were obtained from benchtop experiments using porcine tissues at room temperature, which may not reflect actual human liver surgery. Second, the real targets to be sealed with energy devices during hepatectomy are the intrahepatic Glissonian triads and hepatic veins. In the present study, vessel sealing was investigated using only on porcine carotid arteries without blood flow. Therefore, care should be taken when applying our results to the clinical setting of human hepatectomy. Finally, the data were obtained from duplicate experiments. The reason for the lack of a statistically significant difference in vessel sealing performance (even though the H-1100 scalpel exhibited superior sealing performance after repeated activations compared to that with the H-HD1000i scalpel) may be attributed to the small number of experiments.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, the cutting-edge H-1100 scalpel, with improved heat control technology, maintains a lower passive jaw temperature than the previous model (H-HD1000i), and may reduce undesirable collateral thermal damage. Moreover, the H-1100 scalpel maintains its sealing performance by avoiding tissue pad degradation better than the previous model.
ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS

Research background
Ultrasonic devices are widely used in many surgical fields including hepatectomy in the modern era, while the negative effects of tissue pad degradation of ultrasonic devices in liver surgery still remain unknown.

Research motivation
As the liver is a solid organ, liver parenchymal dissection may burden ultrasonic devices with more mechanical stresses compared to the digestive tract surgery (in which, membrane and fat are the main dissection targets) and demand the enhanced tissue pad life. Therefore, we chose liver surgery for evaluating the effect of the tissue pad degradation.

Research objectives
To elucidate ultrasonic device tissue pad degradation effects on instrument temperature and sealing performance using ex vivo porcine liver/vessel models.

Research methods
Two different harmonic scalpels were used and compared: Harmonic® 1100 (a new model; H-1100) and Harmonic® HD1000i (a previous model; H-HD1000i). The device temperature (passive jaw temperature), tissue pad degradation after 300 repeated activations, vessel sealing speed and burst pressure were measured.

Research results
H-1100 scalpel consistently maintained a lower passive jaw temperature and sustained its superior sealing performance by avoiding tissue pad degradation compared to that with the H-HD1000i scalpel.

Research conclusions
In an ex vivo porcine hepatectomy model, the cutting-edge H-1100 scalpel maintains excellent performance throughout the procedure with the enhanced tissue pad life.

Research perspectives
This study provides a new insight into understanding the negative influence of tissue pad degradation of ultrasonic devices on device temperature and sealing performance. H-1100 scalpel solves issues related to tissue pad degradation. Furthermore, use of the H-1100 scalpel may eventually reduce hospital costs.
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